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The Portrayal of Female Terrorists in the Media:
Similar Framing Patterns in the News Coverage

of Women in Politics and in Terrorism
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Although women have been among the leaders and followers of terrorist organiza-
tions throughout the history of modern terrorism, the mass media typically depict
women terrorists as interlopers in an utterly male domain. A comparison of the
framing patterns in the news about women in politics and the entrenched stereo-
types in the coverage of female terrorists demonstrates similarities in the depiction
of these legitimate (women in politics) and illegitimate political actors (women in
terrorism). Just like the managers of election campaigns are cognizant of the electorate’s
stereotypical gender perceptions, terrorist organizations know about and exploit cultural
gender clichés that are reinforced by the media. The argument here is that the
implementation of anti- and counterterrorist policies must not be influenced by the
mass-mediated images of female terrorists because they do not reflect reality.

“Her nails manicured and hair pulled back from her face, the Palestinian woman asks
that she be called by an Arabic name for a faint star—Suha.” Following this opening
sentence, the next paragraph revealed that Suha, a future suicide bomber for the Al
Aqsa Martyrs Brigade, “is barely 5 feet tall, fair-skinned and pretty, with a quick smile
and handshake.” The up-front sketch of a beautiful young woman, determined to be-
come a human bomb in order to kill others, was contrasted with the description of her
bodyguard as “grim-looking.”1 Whether intended or not, the reader of this article, pub-
lished in April 2002 in one of the leading U.S. newspapers, was left with the paradox of
a pretty girl as suicide terrorist and a tough-looking male as presumably content to live.
Three months earlier, an American news magazine published an article that linked ter-
rorism to male hormones. The authors wrote, “Testosterone has always had a lot to do
with terrorism, even among secular bombers and kidnappers like Italy’s Red Brigade
and Germany’s Baader-Meinhof gang.”2 Here the reader was explicitly told that terror-
ism is the domain of men. The implicit message was inescapable as well: females do not
fit the terrorist profile.
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436 B. L. Nacos

Contrary to the gender stereotypes in the earlier citations and contrary to conven-
tional wisdom, women terrorists are neither misfits nor rare. Throughout the history of
modern terrorism, females have been among the leaders and chief ideologues (i.e., in
the American Weather Underground, in Italy’s Red Brigade, and Germany’s Red Army
Faction) and followers in terrorist groups. And today, according to Christopher Harmon,
“more than 30 percent of international terrorists are women, and females are central to
membership rosters and operational roles in nearly all insurgencies.”3 Other estimates
range from 20 percent to 30 percent for many domestic and international terrorist groups.
Typically, left-wing organizations have far more female members than conservative ones.
Yet, whenever women commit acts of terror, most people react with an extra level of
shock and horror.

There is no evidence that male and female terrorists are fundamentally different in
terms of their recruitment, motivation, ideological fervor, and brutality—just as there is
no evidence that male and female politicians have fundamentally different motivations
for seeking political office and abilities in different policy areas. Yet, the media’s treat-
ment of female terrorists is consistent with the patterns of societal gender stereotypes in
general and of gender biases in the news coverage of female politicians in particular. In
other words, gender stereotypes are found in the news about nonviolent and violent
political actors.

Research has demonstrated that mass-mediated societal gender stereotypes affect
the behavior of female politicians and the campaign tactics of their advisers.4 Similarly,
there is also evidence that gender clichés influence the tactical considerations and deci-
sions of terrorist groups and the behavior of female terrorists. Therefore, the intelligence
community, law enforcement, and others involved in the implementation of anti- and
counterterrorism would benefit from understanding and highlighting the gap between
the stereotypical female terrorist and the reality of gender roles in terrorist organizations.

The research presented here is based on a content analysis of U.S. and non-Ameri-
can English language print and broadcast news and, to a lesser extent, on an examina-
tion of the relevant literature in the field.5 As an aside, this material also allowed a
comparison between American and European reporting. Although European women have
won elective and appointed offices in far larger numbers than their American counter-
parts and increasingly served in the highest-ranking government and party posts (i.e.,
British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher), male and female media sources and com-
mentators in Europe are just as likely as their American counterparts to see female
terrorists through the prism of gender stereotypes.

Of News Frames and Stereotypes

Whether print or television, the media tend to report the news along explanatory frames
that cue the reader, listener, and viewer to put events, issues, and political actors into
contextual frameworks of reference.6 Framing can and does affect the news in many
ways, for example, in the choice of topics, sources, language, and photographs. Accord-
ing to Entman, “a frame operates to select and highlight some features of reality and
obscure others in a way that tells a consistent story about problems, their causes, moral
implications, and remedies.”7 Accordingly, reporters, editors, producers, and others in
the news media make constant decisions as to what and whom to present in the news
and how. Some framing patterns seem especially important with respect to terrorism
news because they have strong effects on the perceptions and reaction of news receivers.
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Portrayal of Female Terrorists in the Media 437

Iyengar, for example, found that in the United States TV-network coverage of terrorism
is overwhelmingly episodic or narrowly focused on who did what, where and how,
rather than thematic or contextual that would explore why terrorism occurs. His research
demonstrated furthermore that narrowly focused coverage influenced audiences to hold
individual perpetrators responsible, whereas thematic reporting was more likely to as-
sign responsibility to societal conditions and the policies that cause them. By highlight-
ing and dwelling on the fact that a woman perpetrated a horrific act of terrorism, the
media frames such news inevitably in episodic terms and affect news consumers’ attri-
bution of responsibility: When exposed to episodic framing of terrorism, people are
more inclined to support tougher punitive measures against individual terrorists; when
watching thematically framed terrorism news recipients tend to be more in favor of
policies designed to alleviate the root causes of terror.8

A generation ago, Gans concluded that in the United States “the news reflects the
white male social order. . . .”9 Although contemporary newsrooms are more diverse than
25 years ago, entrenched prejudices and stereotypical perceptions have not disappeared.
As one newsman observed more recently, “Newsrooms are not hermetically sealed against
the prejudices that play perniciously just beneath the surface of American life.”10 The
result is that the media continue to use different framing patterns in the news about
women and men. Research revealed, for example, that “journalists commonly work with
gendered ‘frames’ to simplify, prioritize, and structure the narrative flow of events when
covering women and men in public life.”11 Norris found evidence for the prevalence of
sex stereotypes, such as the female compassionate nature and the male natural aggres-
siveness, that affect people to expect men and women to behave differently. As a result,
“Women in politics are commonly seen as compassionate, practical, honest, and hard-
working, while men are seen as ruthless, ambitious, and tough leaders.”12 Moreover, by
perpetuating these sorts of stereotypes, the news magnifies the notion that the softness
of female politicians qualifies them for dealing capably with social problems and policies,
such as education and welfare, but not with national security and foreign relations—
areas best left to tough males. Although preferring “stereotypes of women politicians as
weak, indecisive, and emotional,” the news sometimes reflects the opposite image of the
mean and tough female politician, the “bitch,” who does not fit the conventional profile
of the soft woman. Or female politicians are portrayed as “outsiders,” the exception, not
the norm.13 Indeed, women are “most newsworthy when they are doing something ‘un-
ladylike.’ ”14 Researchers found furthermore that the media report far more on the physi-
cal appearances (their figure, their hair style, their make-up, their attire, their overall
look) and the personal traits of female candidates and office holders, whereas male
politicians receive more issue-oriented coverage.15 Female politicians are far more often
defined by their family status than male politicians and typically identified as the wives
of a multimillionaire husband, the daughters of a well-known politician, the unmarried
challengers of male incumbents, the mothers of several children, and so on.16 Finally,
even after reporting the initial news that a woman has accomplished another “first,” the
media tend to forever identify these females as trailblazers (i.e., Geraldine Ferraro, the
first female nominee for vice-president of a major political party; Madeline Albright, the
first female secretary of state).

When we cannot understand women in roles that cultural norms and prejudices
perceive as inherently male (i.e., women as political leaders, women as violent political
actors), there is a tendency to resort to stereotypical explanations (i.e., her good looks
opened doors; her family affected her path; she is tough like a man, not a real woman).
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438 B. L. Nacos

Women Terrorists and the Media

In the early 1980s, Crenshaw noted that there was “considerable speculation about the
prominent position of women in terrorist groups” and that it would be “interesting to
find out if female participation in violence will have an effect on general social roles or
on the stereotyping of women.”17 To what extent the roles and images of women in
social, political, and professional settings has been affected by female terrorist leaders
and perhaps of male terrorists’ acceptance of women in leadership roles is difficult to
assess—if there have been such effects at all. But a survey of the limited literature on
female terrorists reveals that a number of explanations have been advanced to under-
stand what kind of woman becomes a terrorist and why. Although some of these expli-
cations reflect reality, others are rooted in conventional gender stereotypes. More impor-
tantly, an analysis of pertinent material in the news media demonstrates that the similar
framing modes are found in the news about female politicians and female terrorists. The
following reporting patterns, images, and stereotypes are most obvious in the way the
media portray female terrorists.

The Physical Appearance Frame

In 1995, a year after Idoia Lopez Riano of the Basque separatist organization ETA was
arrested and charged with 23 assassinations, Anne McElvoy reported in the Times of
London that the female terrorist, known as The Tigress, “has the looks of a Mediterra-
nean film star” and “is one of the few women who manages to look good even in a
police shot.”18 The Tigress was furthermore described as “wearing hefty eye make-up,
fuchsia lipstick and dangling earrings that tinkle as she tosses her hair of black curls.”19

When reading these kinds of descriptions of female terrorists, nobody could be less
surprised than women in public life, especially politicians, because they know about the
media’s interest in the way they look and dress. U.S. Senator Barbara Mikulski of Maryland,
for example, has noted that the Baltimore press always described her as “short and
round,” when she first ran for a seat in the upper chamber of the U.S. Congress. By
emphasizing her physical characteristics the news perpetuated the idea that this candi-
date did not fit the profile of a United States senator—a tall, trim gentleman.20 Other
female politicians learned, too, that the press paid a great deal of attention to their
appearance and that this reporting reflected the predominant cultural sentiments. Thus,
after Blanche Lincoln was elected to the U.S. Senate in 1998, she remarked that “it
doesn’t matter what I say about an issue. If I have a run in my panty hose, that’s all
anybody will talk about.”21 In other words, when it comes to women, their appearance is
deemed more important than their ideas, policies, and positions. This coverage pattern
differs from the way the news reports about male politicians.

Just as the media find the physical appearance of women in politics especially news-
worthy, the news dwells on the looks, the ready smiles, or the carefully chosen apparel
of female terrorists that seem in sharp contrast to the image of a tough terrorist. Thus, a
newspaper article about the first female Palestinian suicide bomber Wafra Idris began
with the sentence, “She was an attractive, auburn haired graduate who had a loving
family and likes to wear sleeveless dresses and make-up.”22 In another report Idris was
described as a woman with “long, dark hair tied back with a black-and-white keffiyeh.”23

A report about the wave of “Palestinian women strapping explosives to their bodies and
becoming martyrs” on the website of the Christian Broadcasting Network was headlined
“Lipstick Martyrs: A New Breed of Palestinian Terrorists.”24 An article in the New York
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Portrayal of Female Terrorists in the Media 439

Times that emphasized the similarities between a Palestinian suicide bomber and her
Israeli victim, both girls in their teens, began with the following words: “The suicide
bomber and her victim look strikingly similar. Two high school seniors in jeans with
flowing black hair. . . ”25 A would-be suicide bomber who got cold feet and ended up in
an Israeli prison was described in one news account as a “petite, dark 25-year old with
an engaging smile and an infectious giggle” and as a woman who “was well-suited to
her job arranging flowers for weddings in her village near Jenin in the West Bank.26

This attention to the appearance of female terrorists in the news is not a recent trend.
More than 30 years ago, Leila Khaled of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Pales-
tine was described as trim and dark-eyed beauty with sex appeal. Even three decades
after Khaled’s involvement in terrorism, reporters dwelled on the attention she received
as the first female hijacker because of her “beauty,” her “pin-up” looks, and her “delicate
Audrey Hepburn face.”27 One interviewer told Leila Khaled three decades after her ca-
reer as hijacker ended, “You were the glamour girl of international terrorism. You were
the hijack queen.”28 And well after Khaled had retired from active terrorist duty, “a
Norwegian newspaper made jokes about her ‘bombs’ (Norwegian slang for breasts). . . .”29

Not only “The Tigress” Lopez Riano but other especially brutal women members of
ETA have frequently been described as beautiful by reporters themselves and by the
sources they cited. Thus, according to one story, a Spanish man who had met her years
ago, described Lierni Armendariz, an ETA leader, as “flirtatious, pretty and the furthest
away from someone you would think of as a terrorist.”30 As one European reporter put it,
“Female terrorists, from Palestinian Leila Khaled to German Ulrike Meinhof, have long
fascinated the popular imagination with their frequent combination of feminine charms
and ability to kill in cold blood.”31 After her indictment as co-conspirator in a bombing
plot in Boston and the revelation that she moved in White supremacy circles, the news
media described the accused young woman woman as “bright-eyed” and so “attractive”
that she “caught the eyes of many men, including World Church founder Matt Hale.”32

If one takes the news at face value, female terrorists are almost always good-look-
ing, trim, and pleasant. Aside from one reference to the nickname “Fatty” of a leading
woman in the Basque separatist organization ETA, there were simply no descriptions of
less than pretty women terrorists. Although this focus helps to dramatize the contrast
between these women and their violent occupations, readers, listeners, and viewers do
not always appreciate such emphasis. As a reader of the Los Angeles Times wrote in a
letter-to-the-editor, “Your article affectionately describes this particular day’s suicide bomber
with ‘doe-brown eyes and softly curled hair.’ . . . How desensitized are we readers
expected to become to these continuing satanic acts, this one committed by a woman?”33

But such protests have not diminished the media’s attention to female terrorists’ physi-
cal attributes.

To be sure, at times news stories do mention details about the physical characteris-
tics of male terrorists—most of the time in order to explain a particular facet of their
actions or of police investigations. When a report on a male terrorist’s prison breakout
says that he is very slim, this information may explain how he could escape through a
small window. Information about a male terrorist’s hair color is most likely discussed in
the context of color change on the part of a fugitive or captured perpetrator.

The Family Connection Frame

Even though women in politics are no longer the exception in the United States and in
comparable liberal democracies, the news media tend to define female politicians based
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440 B. L. Nacos

on their family status. When Christine Todd Whitman, who had long been active in
New Jersey politics, ran for governor in her state, an article in a leading newspaper
characterized her as “the preppy wife of a multimillionaire investment banker.” Along
the same lines, a female columnist described U.S. Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison as a
“typical Republican housewife.”34 In view of this kind of media focus, it is hardly sur-
prising that the news pays a great deal of attention to the family backgrounds of female
terrorists. When women terrorists are especially pretty, reporters wonder why they are
not married or engaged. The young Leila Khaled preempted such questions when she
declared that she was engaged to the revolution. This statement was often cited in re-
ports about the “glamorous” Palestinian terrorist.35 In the case of the unmarried ETA
terrorist Idoia Lopez Riano, the media linked the fact that this beauty was single to her
“mythical sexual prowess”36 and her alleged habit to “picking up police officers, nor-
mally ETA targets, in bars and having one-night stands with them.”37

But just as common are reporters’ references to and explorations of female terrorists’
family backgrounds that might explain, or not explain, their violent deeds. One instructive
example is the catchy sound bite “Black Widows” that the news media coined and
repeated over and over again, when reporting on female Chechen terrorists. By invoking
the image of the widow, clad from head to toe in black, the news perpetuated the image
of the vengeance-seeking widow who becomes a terrorist because her husband was killed
by Russian troops—a woman with a strong personal rather than political motive. To be
sure, some of these women lost their husbands and others reacted to the violent death or
disappearance of their sons, brothers, or fathers. But by lumping them together as “Black
Widows” with personal grievances, the media ignored that some, perhaps many, of these
women were not at all motivated by personal but political grievances.

What the news revealed about Wafra Idris, the female Palestinian suicide bomber who
started a wave of similar attacks in January 2002, was based on interviews with her parents,
siblings, cousins, other relatives, and her ex-husband. But an allegedly grief-stricken
husband seemed more compelling in a human-interest story than one who had divorced
the female “martyr.” As one correspondent reported, “Ahmed Zaki is a very proud husband
indeed—he is the husband of the first female Palestinian suicide bomber, Wafa Idris.”
By not reporting up front that he had divorced Wafa Idris against her wish because
she could not bear him children and had married another woman, the reporter presented
Zaki as the person that knew why Wafa became a suicide bomber: She was “a nationalist,”
he said. The article mentioned eventually in passing that the couple had separated six
month ago but that the husband (as he was called in the headline) still loved her.38

Even in scholarly writings the family background of female terrorists tends to get
far more attention than that of male members of the same organizations. With respect to
the Red Army Faction in Germany, for example, references to the parents of Ulrike
Meinhof, one of the group’s co-founders, have been far more common than similar
information about Andreas Baader, also a co-founder. When writing about another lead-
ing RAF member, Gudrun Ensslin, experts rarely failed to mention that her father was a
Lutheran minister.39

Terrorist for the Sake of Love

Related to the previous category is the popular image of the women terrorist for the
sake of love—not for deeply held political reasons. Although seemingly without a parallel
in the cliché of female politicians, one can actually construe even a “politician for the
sake of love” frame in admittedly extraordinary cases: When a woman is appointed to
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Portrayal of Female Terrorists in the Media 441

serve out the term of her deceased husband, the widow tends to enjoy—at least initially
—a great deal of sympathy in her home district or state—and even beyond. In such
situations, political opponents tend to temper their behavior. Although not explicitly
stated, there is the notion that a loving wife continues her husband’s work after years of
supporting him. This, in turn, tempers the behavior of political opponents. But the stereo-
type of the female terrorist following her lover or husband or perhaps her father, brother,
or cousin into terrorist groups and activities transcends by far the special circumstances
of some female politicians. The “politician for the sake of love” frame differs also from
the stereotype of the women who resort to political violence in the wake of personal
tragedies or disappointments. Although the idea of terrorism for the sake of love or
because of lost love “diminishes women’s credibility and influence both within and
outside organizations,”40 as Karla Cunningham has suggested, it has been a common
theme emphasized by experts in the field, by reporters, and even by female members of
extremist groups. Supporting the notion that females are drawn to terrorism by the men
they love, Robin Morgan has argued that most women do not want to admit to that
connection. According to Morgan, “These women would have died—as some did—
rather than admit that they had acted as they did for male approval and love.”41 Survey-
ing a host of female terrorists and their relationships with male colleagues as well as the
many affairs enjoyed by “Carlos, the Jackal” and other male terrorists, Morgan con-
cluded that women in terrorist organizations, whether followers or leaders, are involved
in a “rebellion for love’s sake [that] is classic feminine—not feminist—behavior.”42 Morgan
told an interviewer that female terrorists are “almost always lured into it by a father, a
brother or most commonly by a lover.”43 In her view “Carlos, the Jackal” is the perfect
example of a pied piper attracting females as a free man, fugitive, and prisoner. As
Morgan described it, “In 1994, after a worldwide manhunt and numerous escapades, the
notorious ‘Carlos, the Jackal’ was caught and sentenced to prison for life, following
several already incarcerated members of his ‘harem,’ his many female lovers (some of
whom were aware of his exploits—and each other—and some of whom weren’t).”44 Just
as telling was the fact that Carlos’s attraction did not wane behind bars: In 2002 he
announced his engagement to and plan to marry his French attorney Isabella Coutant, a
high society figure, who characterized their love according to news accounts as a “meet-
ing of hearts and of minds.”45

The “love connection” has been a frequent theme in the media’s coverage of gender
terrorism. To explain the large number of female members of the German Red Army
Fraction in the 1970s, the news cited male criminologists who said that “a few male
terrorists and extremist lawyers in West Germany have had the fanatical devotion of
female gang members” and that women join because they “admire someone in the ter-
rorist movement.”46 Female members in White supremacy organizations, such as the Ku
Klux Klan, also spread the word that most of them joined because of their husbands or
boyfriends. According to one long-time female KKK member, a woman who uses the
pseudonym Klaliff, “My introduction into the White Pride Movement (WP Movement)
was in college where I fell in love with another college student, a man who had been an
activist in the WP Movement.” She reveals that many women got involved because they
had a boyfriend in the Movement. “I cannot speak for all women in the WP Move-
ment,” she wrote, “but I see the men in the WP Movement as manly men with strong
ideals and courage.”47 The writer notes furthermore that she married her husband be-
cause of “his [WP] beliefs.”48 In the recent case of a young woman in Boston, accused
of participating in a White supremacy bomb plot, the media reported that it was her
romantic involvement with a former prison inmate that pushed her into a federal con-
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442 B. L. Nacos

spiracy.”49 Although true in many instances, but not many others, the media’s emphasis
on the love connection has produced the cliché of the female “demon lover” a la Morgan.

The flip-side of the coin is the girl or woman who acts because of a lost love.
When a 20-year-old Palestinian student was recruited as a suicide bomber, she was
reportedly “out to avenge the death of her fiancé, a member of a terrorist group.” She
was said to believe that the young man had been killed by the Israeli military even
though the Israelis reported that he had blown himself up in an accident.50 When report-
ing on one of ETA’s leaders, Maria Soledad Iparaguirre, the news media rarely failed to
mention that she allegedly became a brutal terrorist after her boyfriend was shot by the
police in the early 1980s.51

It has been the exception, not the rule, for the media to scrutinize this conventional
image. The writer of one such exceptional article stated,

There remains a misleading, but popular Patty Hearst image of female ter-
rorists. The idea of women only killing, maiming and bombing when duped
by a boyfriend or partner is an alluring one. It allows us to believe that the
sexes are different, and to fall in behind all the cosy [sic] discriminations
which flow from such a fallacy. Women are not simply brainwashed molls
desperate to please hardened criminal lovers. On an individual level, this
may hold true for some, but it is insulting to suggest women are so easily
led that they will commit murder simply for a partner’s approval.52

In sum, then, the mass media reinforce the stereotype of the female terrorist for the sake
of love. In reality, when it comes to the recruitment of terrorists, both males and females
are typically inspired and enlisted by relatives, friends, and acquaintances. In her study
of Italy’s Red Brigade, della Porta found, for example, that “in as many as 88 percent of
the cases in which the nature of the tie with the recruiter is known, she or he is not a
stranger; in 44 percent, she or he is a personal friend, and in 20 percent, she and he is a
relative.53 There were no gender differences with respect to recruits and recruiters. Be-
cause “the presence of strong affective ties is . . . a powerful explanation of individual
motivation [to join a terrorist organization],”54 it can be assumed that some male terror-
ists, just as their female counterparts, were recruited by their lovers as well. But the
news is silent on this angle. It may well be that far fewer men are recruited by women
than the other way around. But even when it comes to Muslim extremists this is not out
of the question. The author has seen websites with text that tells “sisters” why they
should encourage their husband to join jihad.

The Women’s Lib/Equality Frame

In the past, far more than today, many female politicians tried to perform balancing acts
in order to cultivate a positive, mass-mediated image of the capable candidate or office
holder and, at the same time, avoid the negative stereotype of the overly aggressive
feminist. Seemingly not at all concerned about their public image, female terrorists have
been often described as women’s lib extremists. Although this was very common in the
past, the contemporary news still explains the motives of female terrorists as the expres-
sion of gender equality or the struggle to achieve gender equality quite frequently. Dur-
ing the 1970s, when it became clear that women played starring roles in leftist terrorist
groups in the United States, Europe, Latin America, and Japan, media sources often
explained this phenomenon as a manifestation of women’s liberation. Thus, Newsweek
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quoted an expert on the prevention of crime who had said tongue in cheek, “You might
say that women terrorists have passed the Equal Rights Amendment and now play a
variety of prominent roles.”55 Mentioning in particular the role of females in the Weather
Underground and the Symbionese Liberation Army, the article’s authors concluded:

Inevitably, some scholarly analysts claim to see a connection between the
recent flowering of the feminist movement and the dramatic upsurge in violent
crimes attributed to women since the 1960s. First, the civil rights movement
drew women students into the vortex of direct social action; later, anti-war
protests baptized them in the harsher politics of confrontation. Before the
decade was out, the logic of liberation brought women into the Weather
Underground and other terrorist organizations.56

Similarly, criminologist Freda Adler explained female terrorist activity in an inter-
view with the New York Times as “deviant expression of feminism.”57 According to the
Times, Dr. Adler said that the publicity surrounding terrorism gives female terrorists “a
platform to say, ‘I am liberated from past stereotypes, I am accepted in the ultimate
masculine roles.’”58 Earlier, in her book Sisters in Crime, Adler wrote, “Despite their
broad political pronouncements, what the new revolutionaries [such as the Weather Un-
derground] wanted was not simply urban social gains, but sexual equality.”59 Pointing in
particular to the female terrorists of the Symbionese Liberation Army, she added:

That such women turned so drastically toward a new and highly volatile
identity caused a good portion of the nation to ask incredulously, “How
could women do this sort of thing?” Perhaps the question itself was the very
point of the episode. The fires which consumed the ramshackle Los Angeles
house where the small band staged its last shoot-out also burned away a
large part of the prevailing American illusion about women.60

In Europe, experts provided similar explanations for the large number of female
members in terrorist organizations, such as the Red Brigades in Italy and the Red Army
Faction in West Germany. According to one news account in 1977, “Italian and German
sociologists and news commentators, all of them men, have suggested over the last few
weeks that the significant female membership in radical and terrorist groups was an
unwelcome consequence of the women’s liberation movement.”61 Male sociologists and
commentators in Europe were not the only ones to blame women’s lib. Sharing this
view, a female German politician told the media, “These women demonstratively negate
everything that is part of the established feminine character.”62 A male professor in
Munich wondered whether these female terrorists “see violence in society as prerogative
of males and ask, ‘Why shouldn’t we participate?’ ”63 Newsweek quoted the former neighbor
of German terrorist Susanne Albrecht who complained, “She sang Communist songs all
night and never cleaned the stairs.”64 Given prevalence of such attitudes, one West Ger-
man criminologist told a reporter, “Maybe we are paying the price a little bit for having
such a male-dominated society.”65

In the early 1990s, an American reviewer of British journalist Eileen MacDonald’s
book Shoot the Women First wrote,

There is no question that most of these women—particularly the younger
generation-identify with feminism and with a larger struggle against political
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oppression. One young Basque woman says, “Men are used to being seen as
strong and macho and women are expected to follow them. . . . But in
revolutionary groups, the basic understanding is that we are equal.”66

More recently there were many media accounts that explained female terrorists in
traditionally male-dominated countries and regions as expressions of gender equality. In
early 2002, following the first lethal bombing inside Israel proper by a female suicide
attacker, some observers seemed not terribly surprised because, as the media reported,
“Palestinian women have been the most liberated [compared to other Arab societies]” in
spite of the fact that Palestinian society remains male-dominated.67 For Abdel Hamuda, the
editor of an Egyptian weekly, the first female suicide bombing was a monumental event
in that it “shattered a glass ceiling” and “elevated the value of Arab women and, in one
moment, and with enviable courage, put an end to the unending debate about equality
between men and women.68 His colleague Mufid Fawzie wrote in the Egyptian daily Al
Aalam al Youm, “She bore in her belly the fetus of rare heroism, and gave birth by blowing
herself up. What are the women of velvet chatting in the parlors next to the act of Wafa
Idris?”69 Although declaring that her purpose was not to “morally justify” female suicide
bombers, the writer of a paper, available on the Internet, wrote nevertheless:

As an American woman, I rejoice at the implementation of the female suicide
bomber for the same reason Muslim women rejoiced. It is the purest form of
enactment and dissention against Islamic fundamentalism. Moreover, the fe-
male suicide bomber empowers Muslim women to no longer accept their
inferior status. But while western societies hail the trend of gender equality
in Muslim society, the use of the female suicide bomber as a way to achieve
gender equality is not comprehended nor accepted.70

In a lengthy commentary in the Chicago Tribune, a terrorism expert noted that by
“attacking the Israelis, these female suicide bombers are fighting for more than just
national liberation; they are fighting for gender liberation.”71 She pointed out that the
funeral held for Wafa Idris, the first Palestinian woman to carry out a successful suicide
mission, “looked like a feminist rally, with hundreds of women paying her homage.
Female students all over the West Bank and Gaza City say they want to be next in line
for a bombing mission.” But in the end the female commentator rejected suicide bomb-
ing as a means to advance the women’s rights movement and recommended “peaceful
resistance and civil disobedience” as appropriate strategy, not human rights violations.

The Tough-as-Males/Tougher-than-Men Frame

When female politicians rise to the very top, they are often described as particularly
tough females. Thus, British Prime Minister Thatcher was frequently called “the Iron
Lady.” Similarly, there is the mass-mediated notion of the female terrorist who, in order
to prove that she belongs, tends to be more fanatical, more cruel, more deadly. More
than 25 years ago, a female German politician said in an interview about female terror-
ists in West Germany and Italy, “Women, unfortunately, can be particularly fanatical.”72

At least some former terrorists seem to agree. Matias Antolin, the author of a of a book
about female members of the Basque ETA organizations, told a correspondent, “Once in
an active service unit they tend to be more cold-blooded and more lethal than the men
because they have to prove their worth.”73 Reports about the violent take-over of a
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Moscow theater by heavily armed Chechen men and women emphasized that the fe-
males were “the most determined and aggressive of the hostage takers” and that they
were especially “cruel and threatening and eager to die. . . .”74

Another image creeps into the tough-as-male frame—that “of the terrorist as les-
bian, because everyone knows no ‘real woman’ would hijack planes or cripple middle-
age men by shooting them in the kneecaps.”75 But apart from the lesbian label, the idea
that terrorists are not “real women” tends to be expressed especially in the context of
the mother who chooses political violence over her own children. Such was the case of
the Red Army Faction’s Ulrike Meinhof and Gudrun Ensslin who reportedly “put con-
tacts with their children completely out of their minds, presumably because they inter-
fered with their soldierly poses, Ensslin from the beginning and Meinhof from Christ-
mas 1973.”76 It speaks to the prevalent double standard with respect to gender roles that
similar issues have not been raised in the media or the scholarly literature with respect
to male terrorists who happen to be fathers.

The Bored, Naïve, Out-of-touch-with-reality Frame

This last stereotype seems the only one without obvious parallels in the mass-mediated
depiction of women politicians. With respect to female terrorists the notion of the naïve,
bored, non-political, out-of-touch-with-reality woman who turns to terrorism, too, is per-
petuated in the media—mostly by news sources, sometimes by reporters themselves. In
the late 1970s a female criminologist said in an interview:

Sometimes a woman turns to terrorism out of simple boredom. It sounds
strange, I know, but boredom is one of the pathetic rights and privileges of
the middle-class woman. What does a middle-class woman do who doesn’t
happen to be interested in a career or college? What does she do in 1978?77

Around the same time, a male professor in West Germany said that women who
become terrorists have “deficiencies in their socialization process.”78 Probably because
most of the females in the Baader-Meinhof group were former students, this professor
described West Germany’s females in general as “unpolitical” and his own female stu-
dents as “sort of educated housewives.”79

More than 20 years later, after interviewing two young women who had been re-
cruited by a male cousin to plant incendiary devices in a store in Bahrain, the inter-
viewer wrote a story that was headlined, “From Boredom to Bombs: Two Female Ter-
rorists.” The report described the women as non-political and clueless about the motives
of the young man who had recruited them. Pondering what he called a “naïve response,”
the male interviewer wrote, “I concluded half-way through the interview, there is no
crusade here to spread the word of Islam, or to overthrow the regime then! I had the
strong suspicion that many arson attacks are copycat attacks by bored kids.”80 Not sur-
prisingly, there are no comparable news accounts of male terrorists whose motivation is
said to be boredom.

Implications of the “Feminine Paradox” for Anti- and Counterterrorism

Gender stereotypes persist in the mass-mediated portrayal of women whether they are
involved in legitimate political activities (campaigning for and filling public offices) or
in political roles that are widely perceived to be illegitimate (joining terrorist groups and
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carrying out terrorist acts). But whereas the stereotypical framing patterns of female
politicians weakened somewhat in the last two decades or so, the entrenched gender
cliches have proved far more enduring in the mass-mediated portrayal of women terror-
ists. Women in politics have come a long way. Today, many people can imagine a
female U.S. president some time in the future. Strangely, however, although women
figure prominently into the history of terrorism, the female terrorist continues to be
perceived as an exception to the rule. In a welcome departure from the common cover-
age patterns the writer of an article in USA TODAY asked readers to close their eyes
“and imagine a woman—perhaps of slight build, perhaps a young mother—piloting American
Airlines Flight 11 into the World Trade Center.”81 Although deeming the scenario diffi-
cult to imagine, the writer concluded that “it can happen, and we need to think about the
possibilities.”82

Even in the recent past, realistic assessment of female terrorists and the threats they
pose were rare in the media. Instead, the news has continued to frame these stories
along the lines of traditional stereotypes that portray the female terrorist as a paradox.
Because these clichés tend to cue readers, viewers, and listeners to resort to deeply
ingrained gender stereotypes in order to process and make sense of the news, they are
likely to affect the opinions and attitudes of the general public and people charged with
fighting terrorism as well. As a result, women are thought to have a far better chance
than their male comrades to carry out terrorist attacks without being suspected and inter-
cepted. According to one expert,

Women are able to use their gender to avoid detection on several fronts:
first, their “non-threatening” nature may prevent in-depth scrutiny at the most
basic level as they are simply not considered important enough to warrant
investigation; second, sensitivities regarding more thorough searches, partic-
ularly of women’s bodies, may hamper stricter scrutiny, and third, a woman’s
ability to get pregnant and the attendant changes to her body facilitate con-
cealment of weapons and bombs using maternity clothing as well as further
impeding inspection because of impropriety issues.83

Terrorists have been aware of these tactical advantages for a long time. With respect to
the Red Army Faction, Harmon wrote,

German male terrorist “Bommi” Bauman of the late Second of June Move-
ment has observed that “Women can get closer to the target. If a man in a
high position, perhaps knowing that he may be a target for terrorists, is
approached by a woman, he may think, she is a prostitute. Women can go
straight to the target’s doorstep; sometimes they do it in pairs, two women,
saying they are lost. If two men approached him, he would be suspicious.”84

What Bauman described was precisely the script for several of the kidnappings and
assassinations conducted by West German terrorists in which women exploited the fact that
they were not as suspicious as men—although it was well known that females were well
represented in these groups. Terrorists elsewhere followed this blueprint as well. Before
Dhanu, a female member of the Black Tiger’s, assassinated Rajiv Gandhi, she had “gar-
landed him, bowed at his feet, and then detonated a bomb that killed them both. . . .”85

Playing the role of a female admirer of Gandhi she did not have any problem getting close
to him. It is telling that one of the members of a two-person back-up team was a young
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woman as well. The Kurdish Workers Party, too, decided to use female members for
suicide attacks because of their tactical advantages. More recently, a wave of attacks
against Russian targets by female Chechen suicide bombers succeeded because these
women were able “to move more freely than Chechen men, who are routinely harassed
by Russia’s police and security services.”86

Groups that have shied away from recruiting female terrorists in the past manage to
surprise their targets when they make changes in this respect. In early 2004, after Hamas
claimed responsibility for dispatching the first female suicide bomber to kill Israelis, the
group’s spiritual leader Sheik Ahmed Yassin cited “purely tactical reasons,” when asked
why his organization had decided on selecting a woman, saying, “It could be that a man
would not be able to reach the target, and that’s why they had to use a woman.”87 For
the same reason, Al Qaeda and similar groups are likely to recruit women to carry out
terror attacks. Indeed, in early 2003, American law enforcement officials learned that
bin Laden’s organization planned to enlist women to infuse an element of surprise into
the terror war against the United States.88 In early 2004 European intelligence services
monitored a conversation between Al Qaeda terrorists in which the ringleader revealed
that a female operative was discovered but that there were other female recruits.89

Security officials in some societies came to understand over time that female terror-
ists were just as likely as their male comrades to commit deadly acts of terrorism. When
West Germany was faced with a wave of terror by the Red Army Faction and its suc-
cessor groups, the country’s antiterrorism units were allegedly ordered by their superiors
to “shoot the women first.”90 In responding to the increased attacks by Chechen females,
Russian authorities expanded their security checks to women in traditional Muslim at-
tire. One wonders, therefore, whether the gender advantage of female terrorists will
disappear altogether. For this to happen, it is not enough for top officials to understand
that the female paradox in terrorism is a myth—rather, the men and women who imple-
ment anti- and counterterrorist policies day-in and day-out must have this understanding
as well and must act accordingly.

Unfortunately, even in societies that have experienced repeated attacks by women
terrorists, there remains a tendency to view and treat males and females differently.
Israel is a perfect example here. After the country was hit repeatedly by female suicide
bombers, Israeli security personnel still made a gender distinction as demonstrated in
January 2004: when a 22-year-old Palestinian woman, pretending to be crippled, told
Israelis at a Gaza checkpoint that she had metal plates in her leg that would sound the
alarm, they allowed her to wait for a woman to search her in a special area. Moments
later, the woman blew herself up and killed four Israelis. Lamenting the cynical exploi-
tation of his soldiers’ consideration for the dignity of women, the officer in charge said:

We’re doing our best to be humanitarian, to consider the problems associated
with searching women. She said she had a medical problem, that’s why the
soldiers let her in, to check her in private because she is a woman. That’s
very cruel, cynical use of the humanitarian considerations of our soldiers.91

Conclusion: Gender Stereotypes and Counterterrorism

In conclusion, then, there is no doubt that gender clichés persist in the mass-mediated
portrayal of women whether they are involved in legitimate political activities or
in political roles widely perceived to be illegitimate. But whereas the stereotypical fram-
ing patterns of female politicians weakened somewhat in the last several decades, the
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entrenched gender frames have proved more enduring in the mass-mediated portrayal of
women terrorists. Because these kinds of news frames reflect and reinforce deep-seated
societal attitudes, terrorist groups are able to take advantage of their target societies’
gender prejudices. Therefore, the lesson is that gender reality must inform the measures
designed to prevent and respond to terrorism and, perhaps more important, the imple-
mentation of anti- and counterterrorist policies. Otherwise terror groups will increasingly
exploit the tactical advantages of female terrorists in target societies that deem women
far less suspect and dangerous than men.
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